
Unleash the power of your volunteers!

1. Planning your volunteer workforce

2. Recruiting and organising your volunteers

3. Managing and rewarding your volunteers

4. Training and developing your volunteer workforce

Click here to try the FREE V4V online interactive toolkit

Click here to try the FREE V4V online interactive toolkit
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V4V is a  project sponsored by the EU’s Erasmus+ programme and led by the European Observatoire of
Sport and Employment. Its main goal is to provide research and practical innovative tools which can help
the sport sector build and refresh its volunteer workforce. You can find out more about V4V here. 

Pinpoint your
volunteering strengths
and weaknesses. 

Find out how to do even
better!

Unleash the power of
your volunteers!!

Volunteers are vital to sport. Over 12 million people in
Europe regularly volunteer each year to help their local
sport clubs and major events. Sport, as we know and love
it, simply could not exist without them.

BUT our recent survey of 2723 sport organisations shows
that most of them face real challenges with volunteer
recruitment, management and training. Research also
shows they can do better, sometimes in quite simple
ways. With small improvements, the contribution of their
volunteers could be so much greater. 

Would you like to find out how your sport organisation is
doing? 

Would you like to get some great tips on how to do better?

It’s not difficult. Simply answer 20 questions for one or more of the following themes:

When you are finished, we will give you some clear charts which show your strengths and weaknesses. 

Then dig into our learning resources!

Knowing where you can improve is just the start of your journey. Our interactive toolkit can point you in the
right direction with 20 research-based learning resources covering all the themes listed above with many
real-life good practice examples. All for free. 

What is V4V?

Please note so far the toolkit is only available in English 
This leaflet has been funded with support from the European Commission. It
reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held
responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

https://www.eose.org/v4v-sport-organisations-toolkit/
https://www.eose.org/v4v-sport-organisations-toolkit/
http://www.v4v-sport.eu/

